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About This Production

*Princess Ida* was the eighth collaboration in the successful but stormy partnership between William S. Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan. *Princess Ida* followed *Patience* and *Iolanthe* (just the order in which our company has presented them), opening at the Savoy Theatre January 5, 1884.

Gilbert’s inspiration for the plot came from a long poem by Tennyson, published in 1847. Education for women and women’s rights were current concerns, and Gilbert could not resist doing what he called “A Respectful Operatic Perversion of Tennyson’s *Princess*.” The dialogue is even written in iambic pentameter.

*Princess Ida* is the only three-act Gilbert and Sullivan piece. However, because of staging considerations, our company is presenting the show in two acts, putting the intermission in the middle of Gilbert’s second act and not making any break between Gilbert’s second and third acts.

---

No smoking, drinking or eating is allowed in the theatre.

The use of flash cameras is strictly forbidden, as it is a hazard to the performers.
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PRINCESS IDA
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SYNOPSIS

Twenty years before the first act opens, Prince Hilarion and Princess Ida were betrothed in infancy. Ida is now twenty-one and, as the scene opens, courtiers and townspeople are gathering to welcome Princess Ida and her father, King Gama, to the court of Prince Hilarion's father, King Hildebrand.

However, when King Gama arrives, he brings only his own acerbic personality and his three warrior sons. Ida, having forsaken men and the world, is now living in Castle Adamant where she rules a college for women.

Prince Hilarion decides to take his two friends, Cyril and Florian, and sneak into Castle Adamant where they will win the Princess by charm. His father, King Hildebrand, puts his faith in more traditional methods of warfare and insists on holding Gama and his sons hostage. The captives are led off to the dungeon as the scene ends.

In Scene Two, the three young men infiltrate Castle Adamant disguised as women. Despite some setbacks, all goes well until Cyril becomes reckless and discloses their identities. In the panic that ensues, Princess Ida, fleeing to the bridge, falls into the stream. Though Hilarion rescues her, she insists that the men must die.

Just then, King Hildebrand and his soldiers arrive. Ida remains firm, and her women try bravely to be enthusiastic about fighting the men. But Ida sees that she cannot count on them. King Gama pleads with her to let her brothers serve as her champions against Hilarion, Cyril and Florian. The fight leads to the inevitable happy ending.

ACT I

Scene i  A pavilion near the Castle Hildebrand.

Scene ii A courtyard of Princess Ida’s Castle Adamant, a day later.

ACT II

The same, an hour or so later.

There will be a slight pause between scene i and scene ii, and a fifteen-minute intermission between the Acts.
GLOSSARY
in order of appearance

letter mails - coaches used to carry the mail

pops of Sillery - popping of Champagne corks, Sillery
being a Champagne district in France.

Oh, dainty triolet! Oh, fragrant violet! Oh gentle heigho-let
(or little sight) - A triolet is a French verse form,
originated in the 13th century.

towards the empyrean heights - The Empyrean is the highest
heavenly sphere in medieval cosmology.

Helicon - Greek mountain home of the Muses.

Anacreon - Greek poet who wrote in praise of love, wine, etc.

Ovid’s Metamorphoses - book by this Roman poet about
mythological stories, with battles and love scenes aplenty.

Aristophanes - Greek dramatist (he wrote Lysistrata).

Juvenal - Roman poet and satirist [women were one subject].

to bowdlerize - to expurgate, omitting parts considered
indelicate (named for Thomas Bowdler).

Minerva - Roman goddess of wisdom.

Let swan secede from Edgar-Gask from Gask; Sewell from
Cross-Lewis from Allenby! - Swan and Edgar had a fashionable
department store in London's West End; the Gasks were
textile merchants; Sewell and Cross were London drapers;
Lewis and Allenby were drapers and milliners.

spring-guns breathe defiance - spring-guns were booby-traps
used to discourage (?) poachers, being rigged to
discharge on contact with the gun or a wire lead.

You'll find no sizers here, or servitors - references to
undergraduates who served as servants to other students
in exchange for tuition reduction (sizers at Cambridge;
servitors as Oxford).

He paid a guinea to a toilet club - a toilet club is,
apparently, a barbershop for which an annual subscription
is paid. A guinea was 21 shillings, one more than in
a pound.

Do you dare to beard a maiden in her lair? - To beard a
lion in his den is to challenge someone on his own turf.

to fit the wit of a bit of a chit - a chit is a contemptuous
term indicating that the person is a mere child.

as an old Crusader struck his Paynim foe - Paynim is an
archaic term for pagan or infidel.

It's an arrant molly-coddle fears a crack upon his noddle -
A molly-coddle is a coward or sissy.
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THE COMPANY

The Gilbert and Sullivan Very Light Opera Company was founded in the fall of 1979 by two Gilbert and Sullivan enthusiasts. The Company's first production was Trial by Jury, a one-act still in the repertoire as portable entertainment for conventions, schools, and various other gatherings. Full productions of Patience and Iolanthe followed in the next two years.

The Gilbert and Sullivan Very Light Opera Company is a non-profit corporation, brimming with ideas but operating on a meager budget. We are appreciative of contributions to both the budget and the ideas.

If you are interested in being on our mailing list, please fill out the form and drop it in the box which you will find (we hope) in the lobby.

Your financial contribution to the Company is tax deductible and very welcome.

THE GILBERT & SULLIVAN VERY LIGHT OPERA COMPANY

P.O. Box 172
Minneapolis, MN  55440